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DREAM AND MAKE
Welcome to Spike Island’s Dream and Make Activity Pack. We have worked with 
artist and educator Laura Phillimore to find a way to bring regular Dream and Make 
workshops to you at home. Laura usually runs these workshops at Spike Island 
which some of you may have attended. Over the next few pages you can find some 
fun creative activities to do. 

WhenWhen you have made your artworks, we’d love to see them on your social media 
channel of choice.

Don’t forget to tag us:
Twitter @_Spikeisland
Instagram @spikeisland  
#dreamandmakelab

Find out more about the Dream and Make project on Instagram @Dreamandmake_



HOME AS INSPIRATION

This activity requires you to look carefully 
at your surroundings. 

Take a journey around your house and any 
outside space you might have.

Find 6-8 patternsFind 6-8 patterns that inspire you. Look 
closely at objects, textures on a brick wall, 
an old floor, anything that has a pattern 
and catches your eye!

Take a piece of A4 or A3 paper, and fold the 
paper in half and in half again to create a 
series of boxes. 

UUsing pencils, pens and colour pencils, 
draw out your patterns. 

. 



Fold your paper....

...then add your patterns!



On your biggest piece of paper, draw from your imagination using your 
amazing patterns. 

Experiment with pencil, pens and colour pencils.



You could add some collage too...



Use the templates to add your 
patterns onto a 3D shape.



CUBE TEMPLATE

Print these nets out
or hand draw your own.



Print these nets out 
or hand draw your own.

PYRAMID TEMPLATE



Why not draw your own designs for objects 
to put in your home. Don’t forget to add your 

amazing patterns! 

Share your work with us!
Instagram @spikeisland
Twitter @_Spikeisland
 #dreamandmakelab
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